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Boston Tops
Efficiency
Scorecard

ACEEE ranked 51 U.S. cities for
energy-efficiency efforts in five
policy areas

boston strong

For the second time
in three years, the
American
Council for an
Energy-Efficient
Economy (ACEEE)
named Boston the
most energy-efficient
city in the U.S.
PHOTO COURTESY OF
BERT KAUFMANN
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ASHINGTON — Worldwide, 3.5
billion people live in cities. The U.N.
predicts world population to double by
2050. According to the International
Energy Agency (IEA), two-thirds of global energy
consumption and 80 percent of the U.S.’s energy
consumption occurs in cities. These municipalities’
large shares of energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions mean energy-efficiency actions in these
urban areas by local governments are critical in
addressing the nation’s and the world’s energy and
environmental challenges. Saving energy can make
communities more resilient while protecting human
health and the environment. Many local governments
around the U.S. are committed to efficiency. Cities
can influence energy use in their communities
through land use and zoning, building codes, public
finance, transportation investment, economic and
workforce development, and, in many cases, the provision of water and energy.
The American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy’s (ACEEE) second biennial 2015 City Energy
Efficiency Scorecard measures the progress of city policies and programs that save energy while benefitting
the environment and promoting economic growth. The

scorecard ranked 51 large U.S. cities for their energyefficiency efforts across five policy areas: local government operations, community-wide initiatives, buildings, energy and water utilities, and transportation.
Boston once again earned the top spot in the 2015
City Scorecard. Beantown received 82 out of a possible
100 points, an improvement of more than 5 points
from its 2013 score. Boston scored well across all policy
areas, and it excelled in both buildings and in energy
and water utilities. Boston has expanded its incentives and financing opportunities for energy-efficient
buildings and implemented energy benchmarking
requirements. The city continues to have strong utility
partnerships, including the Renew Boston Initiative.
Joining Boston in the top five are New York City;
Washington, District of Columbia; San Francisco;
and Seattle. All have wide-ranging efficiency policies
and programs and a history of implementing efficiency initiatives. They all have closed the gap with Boston by scoring at least 75 points. The top five cities
were separated by 11.5 points in the 2013 Scorecard.
This year, they are separated by seven points.
Rounding out the top 10 are Chicago; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Portland, Oregon; Austin, Texas; and
Denver. Denver entered the top 10 for the first time.
Washington, Los Angeles, Chicago, Minneapolis,
and Seattle were the most-improved cities compared
to the last edition, with many showing double-digit
scoring improvements.
New to Scorecard were Salt Lake City; Milwaukee;
Cleveland; Kansas City, Missouri; Las Vegas; Cincinnati; Orlando, Florida; Providence, Rhode Island;
Richmond, Virginia; Nashville, Tennessee; Louisville,
Kentucky; Hartford, Connecticut; Virginia Beach,
Virginia; New Orleans; Raleigh, North Carolina; Birmingham, Alabama; and Oklahoma City.
Scoring was based on metrics that reflect the adoption and implementation of specific government policies, actions, or public services that can improve energy
efficiency. Although the policy environments in cities
vary considerably, our metrics capture a broad range of
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city actions. They measure policies and programs that achieve one
or more of the following: directly reduce end-use energy consumption; accelerate the adoption of the most energy-efficient technologies; provide funding for energy-efficiency programs; set long-term
commitments to energy efficiency; establish or enforce mandatory
or voluntary performance codes or standards; and reduce market,
regulatory, and information barriers to energy efficiency. The maxi-

“Boston once again earned the
top spot in the 2015 City Scorecard. Beantown received 82
out of a possible 100 points, an
improvement of more than 5
points from its 2013 score.”
mum number of total points a city can earn across all areas is 100.
The distribution of points among policy areas remains the same as
it was in the previous scorecard edition.

The scorecard suggests cities that want to improve their
energy efficiency and ranking to lead by example by improving
efficiency in local government operations and facilities. Integrate
energy efficiency into the day-to-day activities of local governments, adopt policies and programs to save energy in publicsector buildings and fleets, and encourage changes in employee
behavior and standard practices such as procurement. Cities
should also adopt guidelines and policies to direct investment
toward more energy-efficient infrastructure as well as adopt energy-savings targets. Cities also need to actively manage, track,
and communicate energy performance and enable broader access to energy use information.
To improve the efficiency of new buildings, cities can
ensure that building energy code enforcement and compliance activities are effective and well-funded. If the city has
authority under state law, adopt more stringent building energy codes; if not, advocate for the state to do so. To improve
energy efficiency in existing buildings, cities should encourage
better integration of energy information into local real estate
markets through energy benchmarking, rating, or transparency. They can also provide incentives for efficient buildings,
require energy audits, and implement energy-performance
requirements for certain building types.
Information provided courtesy of ACEEE. For more
information, visit aceee.org. n

Chilled Beam Market to Grow 11
Percent by 2020

D

UBLIN — The chilled beam systems market is expected to
grow at an estimated compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 11.14 percent between 2015 and 2020,
according to a new report by Markets and Markets. The
report, “Chilled Beam System Market by Design, Function, Application,
and Geography – Trends & Forecast 2015-2020,” stated the market will
be driven by an increase in demand for energy saving in buildings and
enhanced thermal comfort for occupants, in addition to the increasing
benefits of chilled beam systems, such as low noise levels, floor-to-floor
space savings, and good IAQ in various applications.
Chilled beam systems consist of three types: active, passive, and
multi-service chilled beams, which are used to constantly provide
energy-efficient air conditioning and ventilation systems to the
buildings in which they are installed. The demand for chilled beam
systems has been increasing at a considerable rate with the increasing need for energy conservation in several applications. However,

the market faces various challenges due to a complicated tradeoff
between temperature and latent load (humidity), in order to
prevent condensation over the beams. Moreover, factors such as the
high cost of ownership along with the lack of consumer awareness
act as restraints towards the growth of the market.
The key market players aim to increase their product offerings
and market size in various applications and regions through collaborations, partnerships, new product launches, and by upgrading
existing products. The report covers the market, which has been
segmented on the basis of design, function, application, and geography. Furthermore, it comprises the analyses of the market dynamics
during the forecast period, Porter’s Five Forces analysis, and the
current competitive scenario along with the market size analysis of
the key players. The report also includes the detailed profiles of the
major players in the chilled beam system market along with their
growth strategies. n
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Global Leader in Environmental
Sustainability Ups its Game

A

major biotechnology company discovers, develops,
manufactures and commercializes medicines to treat
patients with serious or life-threatening medical
conditions. It is among the world’s leading biotech

companies.
The company faces a number of business drivers to use less
energy, including rising costs, legislation, and global corporate
commitments of its parent company. In addition, the company is
located in California, a state that is facing unprecedented drought
conditions, where water and energy consumption regulations are
perhaps more stringent than anywhere else in the U.S.
The company applies the same science-based approach to environmental sustainability as it does to creating medicines for people
with serious illnesses. The firm does extensive research and monitors
results – always on the lookout for ways to improve performance.
In 2015 the company established a set of 5-year goals, which reflect
an evolution in the company’s approach that more fully captures its
overall environmental footprint and ultimately reduces the company’s
impact on the environment. These goals continue to drive sustainability each and every day.

6

an aggressive challenge
The company takes its environmental stewardship pledge seriously. As part of its pledge for greater sustainability and the
commitment of its parent company to reduce its impact on the
environment – the company is phasing out refrigerant-based
cooling at all facilities.
In addition, the company’s goals for 2020 include reducing
absolute CO2 emissions by 30 percent from onsite energy use
and reducing absolute water use by 20 percent when compared
to 2010 levels.
During one of the company’s sustainability initiatives that
ran from 2012 to 2014, a challenge the company faced was lack
of detailed data. For future endeavors, they knew they needed a
system that not only helped them achieve the objective of eliminating refrigerants and reducing energy and water consumption,
but also one that would help them capture data to allow them to
monitor, measure, and adjust their systems.
As a step toward eliminating all refrigerants, the company
sought to replace its traditional refrigerant-based rooftop
air conditioning system. A new system that would remove
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Introducing HeatNet 3.0, an integrated
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global leader in environmental sustainability ups its game

refrigerants, reduce energy, and minimize water usage was a
top priority.
One option was to replace an old refrigerant-based system with a
similar but newer system. Since these types of systems are common,
their operation, controls, and maintenance are quite well understood
and people have a tendency to gravitate toward them for their familiarity alone. While more advanced refrigerant-based cooling systems
may perform better than older systems, they still rely on refrigerants
– which was something the company was seeking to eliminate.
“Natural” refrigerant ammonia-based cooling systems were also
considered. Ammonia HVAC systems can be up to 10 percent more
efficient than traditional refrigerant-based ones. Ammonia is also
considered less harmful to the atmosphere than other refrigerants,
such as CFCs and HCFCs. Even so, ammonia can still be harmful
in high concentrations.
A custom-made evaporative cooling system was also considered. Such a system would be precisely designed to the company’s
exact specifications. Building such a system would take time
– which the company didn’t have in its effort to have the pilot
project up and running in just a few months. In addition, custom
systems are one-offs, meaning field-testing would be impossible
– and the company wanted assurances that the system it installed
was tried-and true.
A more standardized evaporative cooling system with a proven
track record in the field seemed like the best option.

one year later
A small team of engineers at the company began the research and
evaluation process for finding the right cooling system to meet
their objectives in the summer of 2013. The team visited several
commercial buildings in the heat of July, complete with soaring temperatures and occasional thunderstorms that created the
“perfect storm” for evaluating how the systems managed under
conditions of high temperature and humidity.

8

The team visiting a variety of
buildings, the site engineering
team felt comfortable deciding on
a pilot program that would use
100 percent evaporative cooling.
The engineering team had
three big priorities in making the
decision of how to move forward:
schedule, price, and performance.
They knew they had to move
forward with a vendor who could
meet a tight timeline to get the
pilot project up and running as
quickly as possible, but they also
needed a partner who had deep experience in evaporative cooling. In
addition, they also needed a system
that offered robust controls to help
understand system performance.
In the pilot program, a traditional refrigerant-based air conditioning system serving one floor (that included offices, as well as a
cafeteria and kitchen) of a four-story building was replaced with an
off-the-shelf indirect/direct evaporative cooling (IDEC) system from
Mestex, a pioneer in evaporative cooling for commercial applications.
Mestex evaporative cooling products have been designed and
manufactured in the United States for over 60 years and the
specific model that was installed, the Aztec, has been used in
a variety of settings for more than 30 years. The direct digital
controls have been in use for six years. The history and proven
track record of the equipment were important factors in the
company’s decision-making process.
In addition, Mestex’s non-proprietary direct digital controls on IDEC equipment are compatible with other HVAC,
DCIM, and building automation systems. The integrated direct
digital controls that help monitor and adjust HVAC systems for
comfort, costs, and energy efficiency are available remotely 24/7
through a web interface, as well as locally via an equipmentmounted or wall-mounted touch screen. With this, the company
would be able to get the detailed data that it needed.
The Aztec indirect/direct evaporative cooling system is an
energy-efficient, cost-effective solution that, as indicated by

“The Aztec is one of only a very
few products on the market that
offers an air-side economizer
and water-side economizer in
one standard package.”
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global leader in environmental sustainability ups its game

“The Aztec system will help the
company achieve a 50 percent
savings in electrical usage.”
extensive research data and historical performance, requires up to
70 percent less energy than traditional HVAC solutions to achieve
recommended conditions for temperature. The roof-mounted, selfcontained Aztec units are zero-white-space solutions that can easily
scale up as technology and business demands grow –
which means the company could add additional Aztec
units to serve other parts of the building with a simple
plug-and-play approach.
The Aztec is one of only a very few products on the
market that offers an air-side economizer and waterside economizer in one standard package. This type of
system offers the benefits of “free” cooling by bringing
in cooler, filtered outside air with no temperature treatment, as well as refrigerant-free air conditioning, using
only water – not mechanical means – to cool the air.
Finally, the use of sophisticated direct digital controls built into the Aztec unit play an important role
in optimizing energy and water use – allowing facility
managers to monitor, test, and adapt their system for
the best possible performance.
Although detailed data were not available for the
old air conditioning system, a detailed energy and
performance study based on National Weather Survey
data indicates the Aztec system will help the company achieve a 50
percent savings in electrical usage. (Since most of the processes for
generating electricity requires water – for cooling massive turbines
and generators – reducing electricity consumption in turn can improve overall water conservation – a particularly important factor
in drought-ravaged California.)
The recommendations and configurations proposed by Mestex
for installing the Aztec system at the company were vetted by an
outside mechanical, engineering and plumbing (MEP) consultant
– giving the company an independent, third-party validation that
the Aztec was the best solution and would accomplish what the
company set out to achieve – reduced energy and water consumption while also eliminating refrigerants.

success at the bottom line
The pilot project began in earnest when the Aztec indirect/direct
evaporative cooling system was installed in October 2014. The
energy management team has been monitoring the performance of the system since its installation, collecting valuable
data that will ultimately be used to determine how to achieve
their mission of saving money, reducing water consumption,
and eliminating CO2 emissions from the company’s operations
globally. The team has the advantage of being able to monitor

performance data online, in real-time, 24/7 – providing them
access and insight like never before.
The system has been performing well, according to the site engineering team. The robust digital controls have given the company
the tools it needed to measure progress toward the objectives of
this pilot project. One of the things the site engineers are keeping a
close eye on through the built-in controls system is power consumption, which is now less than half of what it was with the old
system, explained a member of the team.
The company’s energy manager at the site of the pilot project
added that the project has completely eliminated refrigerants and also
reduced water usage. He explained that the Aztec evaporative cooling system uses both indirect and direct processes and that with this

project, water that would have been used during the indirect process is
comparable to what we would have used with a traditional air conditioning system’s cooling towers. Where they’ve seen significant results
in terms of reduced water usage has been through the direct process.
Since every kilowatt of electricity takes about two gallons of water to
produce, net water consumption has been reduced versus the old – and
less energy efficient – traditional DX air conditioning system.
This program was an opportunity to test ideas that can ultimately be adopted on a larger scale across the company’s campus and
beyond, explained a member of the site engineering team
The company is taking a proactive and aggressive approach to
reducing the impact of operations on the environment. This pilot
project of replacing original refrigerant-based air conditioning with
evaporative cooling has the potential to be a game-changer – not
only for the company, but for other companies seeking to reduce
their reliance on natural resources and minimizing CO2 emissions.
In most commercial and industrial organizations, HVAC
presents the biggest opportunity for energy savings. Replacing traditional refrigerant-based air conditioning systems with
more efficient, refrigerant-free systems, should be a top priority
for sustainability managers, as well as for their counterparts in
facility management and finance. n
(This case study was provided by Mestex.)
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Program Encourages
Tenant Efficiency
by jen anesi of the news staff
enhancing
efficiency

Tenant Star, a new
program within the
Energy Star
program, will
recognize
commercial building
tenants for making
energy-efficiency
improvements to
their leased spaces.
PHOTO COURTESY
OF DANIEL LOBO,
https://flic.
kr/p/4a9pCQ
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n April, the Energy Efficiency Investment Act
of 2015 became the first federal energy-efficiency bill since 2007 to be signed into law. The act
encourages commercial energy efficiency,
especially at the federal level, and exempts certain
grid-enabled electric water heaters from pending
federal water heater energy conservation standards.
It also established the Tenant Star program. While
manufacturers have lauded the water heater fix and
HVAC mechanical contractors have approved the
push for increased building efficiency, many more
in the industry are recognizing the potential of the
long-awaited Tenant Star program, which will give
tenants and building owners a way to work together
to achieve significant energy savings in leased commercial spaces.

encouraging energy efficiency
Currently, the Energy Star program rates building
energy use as a whole. The Tenant Star program would
zoom in on individual leased spaces and motivate
those tenants to make energy-efficiency improvements
in order to earn the Tenant Star designation.
“It’s for tenants who are trying to do better, but, for
whatever reason, can’t find space in an already-recognized
building,” said Charlie McCrudden, senior vice president
of government relations for ACCA. “At ACCA, for example, we have a floor and a half in a 12-story office building
— that’s our space. If we’re out there looking for an Energy
Star or LEED [Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design] Platinum office space and are unable to find it, this
Tenant Star program would recognize ACCA, as a tenant,
for making certain improvements to our leased space.”
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Guido Zucconi, assistant vice president of congressional affairs
for Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI),
said that, instead of publicly shaming tenants for being less efficient,
it’s “more of a public praising for tenants to be more efficient, which
could lead to them being willing to spend more money and make
more efficient choices — it’s a sales idea.”
Though tenants do not receive any money for earning the
Tenant Star rating, there will still be plenty of motivation for
tenants to utilize the program.
“If you rent half of the fifth floor of a building and you want to
upgrade, there’s incentive to make the highest-efficiency choices
possible regarding HVAC or water heating needs or even space
layouts, lighting, and more,” Zucconi said. “There is not a financial
incentive, but you get to tout that you’re a Tenant Star space — a
highly efficient space.”

the timelines
While many in the HVACR industry are excited about the program, it’s likely still a few years from implementation. But, with
the passage of the Energy Efficiency Investment Act of 2015 in
April, the wheels are already in motion.
Through a notice-and-comment rulemaking, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) will soon begin collecting data and public input
in order to determine “what the baseline efficiency is and then
figure out what would qualify as Tenant Star,” Zucconi said.
Then, within a year of collecting information and public input, “the DOE secretary and the EPA administrator … will put
out for public notice and comment how they plan to structure
the Tenant Star program,” McCrudden said.
Compared to tax credits, which often expire and are not renewed
in a timely manner, programs like Tenant Star provide consistent
motivation for consumers to make improvements to their spaces.
“We’ve been supportive of it as an idea, and we’ve been trying to
get away from the government incentivizing people with money,”
Zucconi said. “While those programs work, they’re expensive,
and it’s painful because they expire and have to be
renewed. It’s hard to plan for, but this comes with
zero cost to government and is consumer-driven,
and it’ll create competition. We like these sorts of
ideas. Manufacturers love to compete in that highefficiency space.”

He added, “The program will allow building owners to attract
financiers, investors, and tenants in the increasingly competitive
national and global markets for real estate.”
Anthony E. Malkin, chairman, president, and CEO of
Empire State Realty Trust Inc., and chairman of The Roundtable’s Sustainability Policy Advisory Committee (SPAC), also
expressed high hopes for the program.
“Tenant Star will align office tenants with their landlords to
make smart, cost-effective investments in energy-efficient leased
spaces,” Malkin said. “Broad adoption will save businesses billions of dollars on energy costs in the coming years and generate
new American jobs in the energy-efficiency field that cannot be
exported,” said Malkin.
The program will likely create opportunities for mechanical contractors. “This increases the scope of entities looking to make improvements,” McCrudden explained. “If the building owner is unwilling
to improve the whole building and the tenant elects to do it for just
their space, that’s going to create opportunities for HVAC contractors
to go in there and make improvements in energy efficiency and water
efficiency, lighting, building envelope, and what have you.”
Individual tenants will have the freedom to choose whether
they want to be in a more efficient space in a building, and building owners will also be able to tout that
they have highly efficient spaces within
their buildings.
boosting business
“If you’re a building owner and you have
With building tenants
looking to improve the
a Tenant Star tenant, you can re-lease that
energy efficiency of
space as a Tenant Star-qualified space,” Zuctheir leased spaces, the
coni said. “It elevates the value of the whole
Tenant Star program
building; it’s a trickle up. The tenants start
has the potential to
making more efficient decisions, and, all of
bring in new business
for mechanical
the sudden, that space — that building —
contractors.
becomes more valuable.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF
For more information on the Energy
ALAN CLARK, https://
Efficiency Investment Act of 2015, visit
flic.kr/p/4MFXGC
http://bit.ly/SB535. n

a ‘triple win’
Along with AHRI and ACCA, the Real Estate
Roundtable — an advocacy group that represents
real estate ownership, development, lending, and
management firms as well as other national real
estate trade associations — has been a constant
supporter of the Tenant Star program. Roundtable president and CEO Jeffrey DeBoer called
Tenant Star a “triple win that will spur the
economy by creating jobs, enhancing energy
security, and preserving our environment by cutting greenhouse gases.”
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Energy
Savings
Achieved
Through
Retrofits
by kimberly schwartz of the news staff

Sometimes, he said, his team is called in for an emergency
repair, but, in other cases, clients become interested in a
retrofit after consulting with ACCO about their needs for
improved efficiency and reliability.

reasons to retrofit

Two 11-story
medical office
buildings in
California were
converted from R-22
systems to R-134a,
and eight highefficiency Bitzer
150-ton screw
compressors were
specified as part of
the conversion.
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hen the U.S. economy took a downturn
during the Great Recession, the refrain
everyone heard again and again was
“repair, don’t replace.” But, even as the
economy has improved, some building owners and
operators remain hesitant to make large capital
expenditures to replace older chiller systems. In these
cases, there are less expensive options available that can
enable decision makers to achieve substantial efficiency
upgrades by retrofitting their chillers.
“I’m hearing from customers that there are still some
doubts lingering in their minds regarding the financial
stability of the market, and that is prompting them to
hang on to their capital,” said Robert Gray, national sales
manager, and offer launch manager, Schneider Electric.
Chiller retrofits can provide a solution to extend the life
of existing systems while allowing owners and operators
to “postpone the decision to replace an entire chiller,” said
David Sylves, director of marketing, Bitzer US Inc.
“The upgrade cost is much less than the cost of
a new chiller, and it may add many years to the
chiller’s life,” he added.
Tom Reynolds, sales manager at ACCO Engineered
Systems in Glendale, California, noted his company has
retrofitted chillers for a range of clients, including telecom,
office buildings, hospitality, education, and health care.

Not only is the initial financial investment reduced in a
retrofit, there are also significant cost savings that can be
achieved going forward. That’s because retrofit upgrades
offer significant energy savings, Sylves said.
Gray has perfected the question he asks prospective
clients when gauging their interest in the savings made
possible by a chiller retrofit.
He asks customers the following: “Regarding your
existing chiller, if I could show you a way to decrease your
energy expense by as much as 30 percent, bring your existing chiller up to the peak efficiency standards of today, work
with your utility company to obtain a rebate, and provide a
retrofit project with an ROI [return on investment] of three
years or less — all for a fraction of the cost of replacement
— is this something that would interest you?”
For those who are looking to decrease the amount
they spend on energy, their interest is certainly piqued.
Reynolds noted the efficiency gains depend on the
existing system. “It varies case-by-case,” he said, adding
ACCO’s engineering department analyzes expected
efficiency for each client.
Another reason owners may turn to retrofits is uncertainty about refrigerant regulations.
“Some building owners are reluctant to install a new
chiller today without knowing which refrigerants will be
phased out during the lifetime of their system,” Sylves
said. “Consequently, they may choose to retrofit their
current chiller’s compressors now and stay with R-22 in
the short term, or perhaps change to R-407C or R-134a.”

options and solutions
Whatever their reasons, building owners and contractors
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can find a variety of options and solutions available in today’s market
to upgrade chillers and reduce energy usage.
According to Sylves, “Bitzer has a robust retrofit upgrade
program available for its dealers. Old, inefficient screw, and large,
semi-hermetic reciprocating compressors of various types and
brands are being replaced with high-efficiency screw compressors
that dramatically reduce a chiller’s power consumption.”
He also noted Bitzer offers two series of screw compressors.
“One is optimized for systems with high condensing temps, and
another series is optimized for low condensing temps,” Sylves said.
“This differentiation enables our dealers to select the most energyefficient compressor in its class for a retrofit upgrade.”
Gray highlighted Schneider Electric’s Condenser Fan Pak (CFP)
as a plug-and-play solution for retrofitting air-cooled chillers. He
explained it “incorporates floating high-pressure control with VFD
[variable frequency drive] condenser fan operation.”
Going into more detail, Gray described how the CFP works to
reduce energy usage.
“Floating high pressure takes advantage of off-design use of the
chiller,” he said. “In most cases, chillers are sized at an outdoor dry
bulb temperature of 95°F. Ninety-five percent of the time, the chiller
operates below that outside air temperature. This means the condenser
is oversized for all outdoor operating temperatures below 95°. This
enables the CFP to reduce the condensing temperature through the
condenser by modulating the airflow by varying the speed of the
condenser fans. By reducing the condensing temperature, we float
the head pressure down, which reduces the lift on the compressor.
Reducing the lift on the compressor reduces the amount of work the
compressor has to perform, which decreases its energy consumption.”

ABOVE: An inside view of the Condenser Fan Pak
(CFP) from Schneider Electric. BELOW: Schneider
Electric’s Condenser Fan Pak is a plug-and-play retrofit
solution for air-cooled chillers that incorporates
floating high pressure control with variable frequency
drive (VFD) condenser fan operation. It is configured
to fit the customer’s specific chiller, regardless of the
manufacturer or compressor type.

retrofit results
Both Gray and Sylves shared examples of applications where their solutions have been used to successfully upgrade existing chiller systems.
A six-month customer field test was conducted for an air-cooled
chiller used in a typical commercial application,” said Gray. “The
scheduled daily operation of the chiller was 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. During the hours of operation, the chiller was automatically switched
between the original OEM controls and the Schneider Electric
CFP. With each run cycle, kWh measurements were taken. The
field test confirmed the CFP saved approximately 30 percent kW.”
Gray also mentioned two schools that were retrofitted with CFPs, noting the first anticipated savings of $5,000 per year, and the second, $7,000
per year — and both had applied for matching utility company rebates.
Sylves referenced a retrofit performed on two 11-story
medical office buildings in California. The buildings’ existing R-22
systems were converted to R-134a, and eight high-efficiency Bitzer
150-ton screw compressors were specified as part of the conversion. Ultimately, Sylves said, the retrofit “earned a $250,000 utility rebate from the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power.”
These types of utility rebates are only further proof that, for
those who are looking to save money on energy, a chiller retrofit
may be just the answer they are seeking.
An area where Mestex has helped manufacturing building owners save
both energy dollars and maintenance dollars has been in retrofitting old

steam heating systems with modern indirect gas fired equipment. Many
factories were built in the past with steam heating systems because their
manufacturing processes might have utilized steam. As manufacturing
technology moved on to more efficient systems the building heating systems often stayed behind on the old steam system. Leaking joints, steam
trap failures, and old or missing pipe insulation created both energy
losses and also maintenance headaches.
“By switching to efficient indirect fired gas equipment that incorporates Mestex’ advanced DDC controls these building owners could see
immediate efficiency gains of well over 50 percent. And in many cases
these retrofits also qualified for state and federal energy incentives that
could result in payback periods measured in months not years,” said
Mike Kaler, president of Mestex, a divison of Mestek Inc. n
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Predicting the Future of RTUs

Manufacturers discuss where the market is heading in the next few years
by jen anesi of the news staff
The Liebert Air
Handling System
offers wide-ranging
configuration
options and
advanced thermal
optimization
controls designed
specifically for data
center applications.
This Liebert Indirect
Evaporative
Free-Cooling System
has a highly efficient
aluminum air-to-air
heat exchanger,
which offers up to
66 percent efficiency
dry and 78 percent
efficiency wet. It
also features
supplemental DX or
chilled water
options for trim
cooling
requirements.
PHOTO COURTESY
OF EMERSON
NETWORK POWER
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ith the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) and industry stakeholders
currently working together on a
negotiated rulemaking setting new energy
conservation standards for commercial package equipment, and with codes and standards mandating increased
ventilation and higher efficiencies for this equipment,
manufacturers are finding innovative ways to meet and
exceed expectations while creating comfortable, healthy
indoor environments for building occupants.

evolution of the air handler
The one component of most HVAC systems that runs
24/7 is the air handler. The industry has made strides
in reducing this energy consumer through the application of VFDs but more gains are available and will
likely soon be mandated.
“Mestex has been redesigning and recertifying virtually every product in its portfolio to utilize direct drive
plenum fan packages. Eliminating the belt drives produces an immediate 2 to 3 percent efficiency gain that
on a 30 or 40 horsepower motor that runs year round
can amount to real savings for the owner,” said Mike
Kaler, president of Mestex, a division of Mestek Inc.
Some of the changes and improvements in airhandling units (AHUs) and rooftop units (RTUs)
over the past few years include more IAQ options,
more intelligent controls, increased energy efficiency,
improved energy recovery options, and increased
connectivity. “Features designed to increase system
efficiency and enhance IAQ have gained significant
popularity over the past five to 10 years,” said Stanley
R. Wilkins, marketing engineer, Aaon Inc.

“Aaon has expanded its standard offering of energy
recovery technology. This allows our rooftop equipment
to be more effective in more climate zones across our
market base. The Aaon energy recovery technology greatly
increases the efficiency of our rooftop and air-handling
equipment while maintaining space ventilation requirements. Aaon has also developed geothermal and watersource heat pump technology in our rooftop equipment.”
End users are interested in high-efficiency equipment,
such as Lennox Intl. Inc.’s Energence® and Energence
families, for a number of reasons, said Mike Ray, director,
commercial rooftops, Lennox Intl. Inc. “Energy savings
provided by these highly efficient products can reduce the
operating costs for the building owner or operator.”
Farooq Mohammad, director, product management, Rheem Mfg. Co., said Rheem’s award-winning
H2AC™ Rooftop unit featuring eSync™ integration
technology is gaining traction.
“This system brings levels of savings and efficiency
by capturing heat from the air conditioning process
to preheat incoming water instead of letting it go to
waste,” he said. “The H 2 AC Rooftop is an integrated
air and water system designed specifically for fullservice restaurants and other commercial applications
in high demand of hot water.”
Ease of installation and service is influencing product
design, as well.
“One thing Modine has taken to heart is the need to design
systems that can be easily and quickly available to installing
contractors,” said Ray Schaffart, marketing and sales support
manager, Modine Mfg. Co. “Since these products have a lifespan measured in decades, it’s important the people who install
and service them feel comfortable working on them.”
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The last word
in efficiency
Xcelon’s technology is
engineered for innovation.
With a combination of condensing boiler technology and advanced air distribution, Xcelon is the
most efficient make-up air unit in the market. It maximizes energy utilization to provide efficiencies
up to 98%, outperforming other rooftop MUAs with its unique and innovative hydro-air design.

www.xcelonhvac.com

predicting the future of rtus
“[Lennox’s Energence] models reduce service and maintenance time
with the isolated compressors, slide-out blower, and easily accessed gas
compartment,” Ray said. “To assist the service technician, Energence
comes standard with hinged panels with handles, eliminating the need
to remove screws to gain access to these components.”
York’s direct replacement packaged rooftop units fit on a
competitive unit’s roof curb, removing the need for a roof curb
adapter, Newberg said. “This product gives contractors more
choices when it comes to replacing rooftop units.”
Chris Opie, director, commercial marketing, Carrier Corp., said
ease of installation seems to be “at the top” of most RTU purchase
decisions. He added that Carrier continues to see “strong consumer
interest in efficient products with a reasonable return on investment
as well as a renewed focus in advanced dehumidification solutions.”
Darren Sheehan, director of rooftop products, Goodman Mfg.
Co., said customers have also placed great importance on serviceability. “We have incorporated customer feedback into both the design
and features of the units to make them easy to install and service,
both for product replacements and new installations.”
Finally, when it comes to data center AHUs, intelligent controls have made it possible to precisely control mission-critical
environments better than ever before.
“Of all the capabilities on our Liebert air-handling units, the
one that has gained the most popularity over the past few years is
intelligent controls,” said Tifft Gannon, product manager, thermal
management, Emerson Network Power.
“These types of controls, which are designed exactly for the
sophisticated needs of the data center environment, offer data center
managers higher energy efficiency, greater protection, and deeper actionable insight at the thermal management system and unit levels. At
the unit level, intelligent controls constantly monitor and auto-tune
key operating parameters, such as fan speed, compressor utilization,
and economization. At the system level, intelligent controls enable
machine-to-machine communication between units to prevent them
from working at cross-purposes and allow the units to function as
an aligned system, adapting to changes in facility-level demand as efficiently as possible to improve availability and reduce system wear and
tear. This teamwork mode can be used in small and large data centers,
creating a self-healing infrastructure that detects adverse events and
resolves issues before problems arise.”

customer awareness
One of the biggest drivers
behind product innovation is
the end user. Customers are

more informed than ever before and, as a result, expect more out of the
equipment they are purchasing.
“Broader awareness of the need for energy recovery modules [ERMs],
controls, and IAQ continue and has increased over the last several years.”
Schaffart said. “Overall, the heightened awareness of the technology and
the benefits of improved energy efficiency and IAQ have had a positive
effect for rooftop units. Building owners and managers are always looking
for equipment with improved energy efficiency. That’s allowed Modine
to expand its high-efficiency gas heating options from the unit heater line
onto the company’s packaged rooftop Atherion ventilation systems.”
Carrier is continuously improving products based on customer feedback, Opie said. “New product development also relies heavily on our
Voice of the Customer program and our Partners in Design council. This
feedback has prompted enhanced serviceability and ease of installation.”
At York, the company utilizes customer input along with regulatory requirements to develop new commercial product designs. “For
example,” Newberg said, “we heard from consumers that too much
outside air leakage through the economizers was resulting in lost energy.
We converted all of our rooftop unit economizers over to a low-leak
design as a standard offering. … This also brings us in alignment with
all appropriate ASHRAE ventilation requirements.”
Aaon spends a great deal of effort to understand what our consumers need, Wilkins said. “A great example is the patented Aaon D-PAC
system. [It] was engineered to solve space temperature and humidity
fluctuation in a pharmaceutical storage facility. Because the pharmaceuticals require specific conditions to remain viable, the typical fluctuations
in temperature and humidity of standard rooftop equipment were not
acceptable. The Aaon D-PAC system utilizes variable capacity technology, expanded economizer functionality, and a specific controls package
to maintain space temperature to +/- 1°F and relative humidity to +/- 5
percent. … Aaon was able to work directly with consumers to understand their needs and engineer a solution.”
Since installation and serviceability have been major concerns for
its end users, Lennox has worked to make these tasks as simple as possible. “Many of our customers have their own service departments and
expressed significant interest in being able to quickly service these packaged units,” Ray said. “Feedback from these customers has assisted us in
developing many of the serviceability features of our rooftop families.”
Rheem’s customers are always in the driver’s seat in the product
development process, Mohammad said. “In fact, Rheem’s 360°+1
product design philosophy is based entirely on customer input
and participation in conjunction with our product managers and
engineers. On our current rooftop products, customer feedback
led to the implementation of Rheem’s dehumidification technology and easy service-access features. We have also initiated a full
rooftop platform redesign with our customers playing a central role
in defining the scope of the redesign.”
The York Prestige line of rooftop units
includes Energy Star models that also offer
optional low-leak economizers with
integrated controls that meet ASHRAE
90.1-2010 requirements. York’s
Simplicity™ SE control board comes
standard and is designed to simplify setup,
programming, and monitoring. PHOTO
COURTESY OF JOHNSON CONTROLS
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predicting the future of rtus
Smarter controls, like York’s Simplicity™ SE Control, help contractors
complete equipment installations and commissioning more efficiently
and easily. PHOTO COURTESY OF JOHNSON CONTROLS

In data centers, Gannon said facility managers are looking for proven,
innovative technologies that will help provide substantial reductions
in energy usage and greater design flexibility with higher levels of IT
equipment protection. “Our Liebert air-handling units have a number
of built-in features that our customers need. For instance, they utilize
intelligent controls that provide advanced protection and automatically
adjust airflow, temperature, and economizer function based on IT load
and ambient conditions.”
Users are also looking for ease of use. “We have responded by
completely redesigning our Liebert iCOM control platform to employ
the touchscreen capabilities and intuitive interactions that are found in
consumer products, such as smartphones and tablets,” Gannon said.
“Our research also found customers who enjoy interacting with the
systems are more likely to invest the time to use the full capabilities of
the controls and be satisfied with the results.”

which provide minimum requirements for energy-efficient designs for
buildings, are having a significant impact on the design of all mechanical
equipment for data centers. Before ASHRAE 90.1-2010 was published,
data centers were not required to meet any minimum efficiency. The 2010
version introduced minimum computer room air conditioner [CRAC]
unit efficiencies. This version also stipulated incorporating economizers
into the thermal management system design in new commercial buildings,
depending on design, weather conditions, and system cooling capacity.”

regulatory influence

looking ahead

Some of the most influential drivers of product innovation are
standards, regulations, and building codes. “The influence of governmental regulations can’t be ignored,” Schaffart said. Though,
overall, “the impact is good,” he added.
“Regulatory action has resulted in significant increases in the
amount of testing to support product changes,” Newberg said. “Efficiency increases, electrical changes, and changes to certification
requirements are the primary drivers in the past few years.”
Regulatory action has a significant influence on the products Aaon
designs and manufactures. “In recent years, ASHRAE has led the HVAC
industry in setting guidelines for effective comfort cooling and heating,”
Wilkins said. Aaon has worked closely with ASHRAE and AHRI to
design and manufacture equipment that exceeds industry guidelines.
Wilkins added: “As of July 1, the DOE took over jurisdiction of unit
verification. Because of this regulatory action, it is now required to be
listed with the DOE. This regulatory action will continue to have a
significant impact on the products Aaon designs and manufactures.”
National and regional regulatory requirements are changing rapidly,
Mohammad said, which is causing a tremendous amount of work
behind the scenes to tweak and test designs, sometimes without a
finalized deadline. “There are ongoing discussions at the DOE to raise
the minimum-efficiency requirements for commercial products, and
California’s Title 24 will also play a role in what types of products
Rheem manufactures. It can be challenging to design products for future
regulations, but Rheem continues to monitor the regulatory landscape
to ensure we have a compliant line for our customers.”
The DOE’s and the Better Building Alliance’s Advanced Rooftop
Challenge have also pushed manufacturers to achieve higher efficiencies than ever. “This resulted in the development of the Carrier WeatherExpert® LC Series Rooftop line, the most efficient rooftop product
line we’ve ever released,” Opie said. “It exceeded the Advanced RTU
Challenge specification by 15 percent. The private-public challenge
provided a strong target for us to meet and exceed.”
One of the most important regulations affecting Liebert is ASHRAE
90.1, Gannon said. “The 2010 and 2013 versions of these standards,

Many of the aforementioned influencers will continue to impact AHU
and RTU product design in the near future.
“The rooftop industry will be focusing on IEER efficiency ratings
for future designs,” Newberg said. “This will result in more of a focus
on unique forms of compressor staging or variable-speed compression.
Systems will be designed to match building loads more closely than
running fixed-speed systems. As the cost of technology becomes more
affordable for variable-speed systems, it will become more widely used.
The market for rooftop equipment is still primarily cost-driven.”
Wilkins also said the rooftop industry will continue to be driven by
part-load energy efficiency. “Since a typical rooftop system will rarely
see maximum design conditions, the majority of its run time will be at
some point less than those maximum conditions. This means the system efficiency at those part-load conditions will carry more real-world
value. We’re beginning to see more industry requirements for part-load
efficiency ratings and anticipate that demand to grow. The part-load
efficiency requirements will drive innovation since Aaon will continue
to engineer ways to modulate unit capacity efficiently.”
Listening closely to what customers want will also help ensure
products are meeting their various needs and influence product
development in the future.
“As technology continues to progress and become more cost-effective,
we will be adding features that will make our systems more efficient and
easier to maintain. The next generation of customers is engaged with
computerized and Web-based technologies. It would be logical that, in the
years to come, there will be the expectation that commercial air conditioning systems add the capabilities for Web- or phone-enabled access.”
Regulations will also continue to push the industry into newer technologies and advanced solutions. “We may see inverter compressor technologies get more prevalent in rooftops, as well as advanced controls and
more innovative refrigerant/heat-exchanger systems,” Mohammad said.
“The challenge for the high-efficiency rooftop products will be to keep
them cost-competitive and compact in size. To do that, we will have to
develop innovative system solutions instead of relying on conventional
and traditional ways of increasing efficiencies.” n
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Starting Up
Idle HVAC
Equipment
After Summer
Vacation
Thorough maintenance and
cleaning required before starting
up school HVAC equipment
by jen anesi of the news staff
light it up

Installing UV-C lights
over coils can help
prevent microbial
growth, which helps
improve unit
efficiency and
indoor air quality.
PHOTO COURTESY
OF UV RESOURCES.

F

or many cash-strapped school districts, shutting
down HVAC units in unused buildings for part
of summer vacation to help cut cooling costs is
an annual routine. However, this can lead to
issues with humidity, mold, odors, and more inside the
school, not to mention the potential mechanical
problems that can arise from letting equipment sit idle
for long periods when it’s not designed to do so.
But, there are things contractors can do to get this equipment back online and ensure it’s operating as efficiently as
possible in time for the first school bell this fall.

don’t you (forget about me)
While some schools’ HVAC systems run all summer to
accommodate teacher workshops, renovations, summer
camp, and more, others often sit unused — and often
forgotten about — for part or all of the summer season.
“Most schools sit idle with limited HVAC use for
two to three months each summer,” said Alan Wozniak, president and CEO of Pure Air Control Services
Inc., Clearwater, Florida. “While some schools will
turn off their systems completely, others simply increase
the building temperature when students and faculty
are not present. This ‘duty cycling,’ as we call it in the
industry, is primarily used to save energy and money,
but it can have its consequences, such as higher humidity levels; musty rooms due to higher interior relative
humidity; and microbial growth on building surfaces,
furnishings, and HVAC systems.”
Wozniak said humidity is the most common
problem he encounters. “[This] can cause ‘dirty sock
syndrome,’ where the facility begins to retain a smell —
a mustiness — from microbial growth on the building
surfaces, furnishings, and HVAC systems. As a result of
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the elevated humidity, as well as microbial burden, occupants with sensitivities will often experience allergylike symptoms — coughing, sneezing, wheezing, etc.”
In some cases, the problem may transcend simple
mustiness, said Douglas Lindstrom, Lindstrom Air
Conditioning & Plumbing, Pompano Beach, Florida. “If
the unit is not cycled and run enough, the building can
experience sick building syndrome.”
Dan Jones, vice president of marketing at UV
Resources, agreed. “When school buildings are shuttered during summer months, the dark, warm, and wet
environment generates the perfect breeding ground for
biological proliferation. Even after the moisture is gone,
the dormant biologicals begin to grow again when
moisture is reintroduced — for example, when school
begins and children are present.”
The equipment itself can also be negatively affected
by sitting unused for so long, said Greg Crumpton,
founder, technology and business development, AirTight
FaciliTech, Charlotte, North Carolina. “Motors are
made to run. When a system has been idle for a while,
bearings and shafts — and, really, any lubricated part —
may have to run for a while before they get up to temp
before they are back to peak efficiencies, but they will
come back. Coils dry out and can leave behind a weird
smell, [and] P-traps dry out from no condensate flowing;
really, though, these things are short-term, and, typically,
within a week of normal operation, you are good to go.”

start me up
Before starting up idle equipment, reputable contractors recommend performing routine maintenance on all
equipment and thoroughly cleaning the units — especially the coils.
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THERE’S STRENGTH
IN NUMBERS.

RBI’s family of boilers and water heaters are built to
stand up to any challenge. Offering a complete line of products engineered for

performance and reliability, RBI is the leading manufacturer of high-efficiency finned copper tube and stainless
steel boilers and water heaters for the commercial market. And with models that range in size and efficiency to
suit any application, RBI products are as strong as they are diverse.

RELIABLE. BOLD. INNOVATIVE.

www.rbiwaterheaters.com

starting up idle hvac equipment after summer vacation
you got it (the right stuff)

breeding ground

When neglected, evaporator coils can accumulate debris and grow
mold and bacteria, which can significantly decrease unit efficiency and
negatively impact indoor air quality. Photo Courtesy of Speedclean.

“I suggest a normal operational and functional preventive maintenance per the OEM’s recommendations,” Crumpton said. “These
will include air filter replacement, cleaning of the indoor and outdoor
coils, drive package adjustment, possibly a fan belt change, and a full
complement on the electrical and refrigerant systems for functionality.”
Wozniak said facilities managers should “have the evaporator coils,
blower assembly, and interior components of the rooftop unit or air handler environmentally cleaned to minimize the microbial burden within
the HVAC system and surrounding areas.” To improve IAQ and system
performance, he added, contractors should “add some type of dehumidification to the building to keep up with the latent moisture removal
needs” and “use a bound, topical antimicrobial application to all surfaces
— this will make it difficult for microbial propagules to spread.”
Keith Springstead, field service supervisor, Pleune Service Co., Grand
Rapids, Michigan, said the first thing he likes to do is to “clean out the
condensate trap and pan.” Then, it’s on to “filters, belts, bearings, checking the charge, and conducting an amp draw of the compressor and
condenser fan motors.”
In addition to ensuring improved IAQ, cleaning indoor and
outdoor coils helps improve equipment efficiency and should be a
part of preventive maintenance, said Mike Hardy, managing director
of SpeedClean.
“There have been studies done by utility companies that show
fouling of coils can increase the electrical load by up to 40 percent,”
Hardy said. “You’re reducing your cooling capacity by 40 percent and
increasing your energy load by 35-40 percent. Clean coils maximize the
heat transfer, and it’s not something that should be shortchanged in any
budget — it should be an active part of any maintenance or any indoor
air quality program.”
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When it comes to cleaning and servicing idle rooftop units and air
handlers, different contractors prefer different methods and products.
Additionally, the age of the equipment plays a role in how and with
what it is cleaned.
“As easy as it sounds, compressed air, or nitrogen, go a long way
in keeping equipment operating, along with some fresh water,”
Crumpton said. “We have to remember that, in today’s world of
high-efficiency equipment, the tried-and-true chemicals of yesteryear could come back and haunt us today. Know what the product
requires, spend some time on your smartphone, and actually read the
OEM’s recommendations. They built the equipment; our customers
hire us as professionals. That has to extend all the way to the smart
end of the water hose.”
“I like to use Nu-Brite condenser coil cleaner,” Springstead said. “The
other is Nu-Calgon Pan-Treat.”
Wozniak suggests limiting chemical cleaning of the evaporator
coils because of the environmental impact the chemicals themselves
may have. “Pure Air Control Services recommends a Green Clean
Institute (GCI)-certified green process, which uses no chemicals,
called PURE-Steam Coil Cleaning. The process uses proprietary
350-degree steam at approximately 350 psi with a high-volume
combination to provide a deep cleansing and sanitization of the
evaporator coils.”
Maintenance visits are also a good time to consider implementing
products that can help improve IAQ and system efficiency, even when
the units have been shut down for the summer. UV-C lights, which help
prevent microbial growth on the condenser and evaporator coils while
the unit is not in use, are one such option, Jones said.
“While the HVAC systems are shut down over the summer, it is
recommended that the UV fixtures remain on, continuously cleansing
the coil and inside of the system — this can be as little as 25 watts,”
Jones said. “In the fall, when classes resume, the ultraviolet energy will
have cleaned and maintained the coil and many other components.
Therefore, there will not be the typical biological growth to create additional pressure drop, lower airflow levels, or impede the coil’s ability to
remove heat. In other words, the tech will have no issues typically caused
by a dirty coil.”
Scott Hetchler, construction manager, John C. Cassidy Air Conditioning Inc., Riviera Beach, Florida, prefers the Magnetic Mount
Package Air Purification System from RGF Environmental Group
Inc. “With the RGF product, it will limit the need for cleaning up the
systems on startup,” he said. “Because the light will help keep them clean
during the summer when they are not being used, this could save time
and labor.”
“RGF’s product helps prevent sick building syndrome, which
can lead to a variety of problems that would need to be addressed,”
Lindstrom added.
Regardless which methods a particular contractor or technician uses
to clean and service HVAC equipment in schools, the most important
thing they can do is be thorough.
“It’s tough,” Hardy said. “It’s a school, and you’re running against the
budget. Don’t take shortcuts — do it right the first time. That way, you
don’t have a callback, and the equipment is functioning properly. You
should maintain the unit as if your kid was going to school there.” n
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Schools Save
Energy With
CHP
Combined heat and power
facilities help schools meet
energy and emissions goals
by jen anesi of the news staff

W

ith elementary and secondary schools
tightening their purse strings, and
with post-secondary institutions
seeing a drop in enrollment numbers
over the past couple years, schools across the nation
are looking for ways to cut costs. Increasingly, they
are turning to cogeneration as a way to save money
while also being more environmentally friendly. And,
while cogeneration is still largely an industrial
process, the market has significant potential for
educational institutions coast to coast.

combined heat and power
Combined heat and power (CHP), also known as cogeneration, is the simultaneous production of electricity
and heat from a single fuel source, such as natural gas,
biomass, biogas, coal, waste heat, or oil. According to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
two most common CHP system configurations are a
gas turbine or engine with heat recovery unit, and a
steam boiler with a steam turbine.
“For us, we take natural gas and we run an engine,
the engine makes electricity, and the heat that’s generated through that process is used to provide heat to the
building,” said Benjamin Locke, co-CEO of American
DG Energy, a provider of on-site energy solutions.
“You install this [Tecogen Inc.] unit in your building
and hook it up to your electrical panel and your hot
water loop, and the electric meter is not running as fast
because you’re making your own electricity, and the
boilers aren’t turning on as much.”
American DG Energy recently completed an
installation at Wolman Hall student housing at The
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. Through a

purchase of power agreement with Johns Hopkins,
American DG Energy is now operating a 75-kW
CHP system that will help the university offset up to
415 tons of CO2 per year.
“At Johns Hopkins, we used one 75-kW module because it fit their needs,” Locke said. “We place the number of units that matches what the electric and thermal
loads are for those buildings. Having cogeneration in
your building is much more efficient and economical
than getting those two sources — electricity from the
grid and heat from the boiler — separately.”
Hot water or steam produced by electrical generation can also be used in absorption chillers in order
to air condition large commercial buildings. According to the EPA, since absorption chillers can make
use of waste heat, they can essentially provide free
cooling in certain facilities.

a growing market
When coupled with the peace of mind a stable power
supply provides, the energy savings and reduced
emissions associated with CHP have helped propel the market forward, especially as many public
schools struggle to stay afloat while funding and
enrollment decrease.

recovering
energy :

Stanford University
cut its water use by
15 percent and is
projected to save
$420 million in
operational costs
thanks to a new
central energy
facility (CEF)
developed with help
from Johnson
Controls Inc.
The new plant helps
Stanford make
substantial progress
to meet California’s
statewide goal to
reduce water use by
25 percent. PHOTO
COURTESY OF
JOHNSON
CONTROLS

“Every dollar saved in
energy can be redirected
to the classroom.”
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schools save energy with chp
“What’s happening in higher education is that colleges
and universities are innovating and adapting their traditional
classrooms,” said Charles McGinnis, senior director of higher
education for North America, Johnson Controls Inc.
“They’re delivering education online, which is very different
from the traditional classroom model. … Because of that —
and the changing dynamics between community college and
higher education, where a lot of people are going to community college for the first two years — and the general decline
of the number of people graduating from high school, higher
education is challenged to figure out how many students are
going to be enrolling in their campuses in the next five to
seven years.
“Because of this new way of teaching and the decline of
potential students, it’s forcing them to look at their facilities,”
McGinnis continued. “The construction boom is no longer happening. … There’s a decline in funding at public universities, in
particular, and it’s forcing them to look hard at tuition, which is
about 75 percent of their revenue. So, what they really need to
do is save money on operations. Every dollar saved in energy can
be redirected to the classroom.”
Trane, a brand of Ingersoll Rand, provides heat recovery,
pumps, chillers, and other solutions for CHP plants in schools,
hospitals, manufacturing facilities, wastewater treatment facilities, and other similar applications. John Gabbard, director
of engineering and construction, Trane Renewable and Power
Solutions, said CHP on college campuses is “a great market”
that will continue to grow.
“Many university and college central plants are undergoing
changes and expansion to meet the ever-changing needs and
modernization of their facilities,” Gabbard said. “The application of CHP during these times is excellent. Rather than simply
installing additional conventional electric chillers and boilers, a
CHP plant provides the option of installing this same equipment fueled by the heat recovered from electric generation. The
installation of the equipment is not simply a capital expense, but
a revenue-generating cost with a very
attractive payback period.”
The system Trane designed and installed at Pacific Union
College in Angwin, California, utilizes a gas turbine to generate
1.2 MW of base load electricity and 10,000 pounds per hour of
steam, which is distributed throughout the main campus steam
system for heating during the winter and directed to fuel a
steam absorption chiller for cooling during the summer.
“Universities that are big enough to do cogeneration — and
there are many out there — own and operate extensive insfrastructure,” Gabbard added. “That market is very big.”

beyond cogeneration
At Stanford University in Stanford, California, engineers recently transformed the campus’ gas-fired CHP plant, which had
produced 90 percent of Stanford’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and consumed 25 percent of the campus’ potable water
supply since it was commissioned in 1987, to a Central Energy
Facility (CEF) powered mainly by green energy that has helped
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“The installation of the equipment is not simply a capital
expense, but a revenue-generating cost with a very attractive
payback period.”

cut its water use by 15 percent and is projected to save $420 million in operational costs.
Developed with help from Johnson Controls, the CEF utilizes
efficient building technologies, including heat recovery chillers
(HRCs), hot and cold water thermal energy storage, and a patented smart technology system that uses weather and electricity
pricing forecasts to optimize operations.
York heat-recovery chillers will meet more than 90 percent of
campus heating demands by capturing almost two-thirds of the
waste heat generated by the campus cooling system to produce
hot water for the heating system. Along with a Metasys building
automation system, Johnson Controls’ Enterprise Optimization
System will optimize cost and energy use based on the 10-day
weather forecast and future grid electricity prices and determine
how much hot and cold water to store in the CEF’s water thermal storage tanks. In all, the custom-engineered heat-recovery
process is 70 percent more efficient than the old CHP process.
“The beauty of the HRCs is that we’re filling up these thermal
storage tanks when energy is cheapest and using that in tandem
with the chillers to heat and cool campus,” said Maurice Hatchett, installation manager, Johnson Controls Inc. “The whole
thermal energy concept is really catching on in a lot of places
we’ve seen, and we’d much rather generate green energy via
wind, solar, or hydro and use that to make heat.”
“Stanford is really beyond cogeneration — this is the next logical step,” said Robert Turney, engineering fellow and advanced
development lead, Johnson Controls Inc. “What we’re really doing
is using green energy to combine heating and cooling.”
“Stanford is happy with what they’re seeing,” Hatchett added.
“This was a dream a couple of years ago, but now we’re walking
around campus, and there are surgeries going on in these
buildings. And, a large part of the time, we’re just circulating
stored water.”
In addition to the inherent energy and monetary savings, the
energy independence created through CHP will only continue
to benefit forward-thinking school campuses and facilities,
especially as energy costs continue to rise.
“Having a central plant as a reliable and efficient source of
electricity and thermal load is really important,” McGinnis said.
“By being self-sufficient with a central plant, they have better
control over their future, and they can avoid unforeseen costs
the utilities may charge.” n
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Aztec Evaporative Cooling
Improves Your Energy Consumption and Bottom Line
Aztec evaporative cooling and fresh air systems are an energy-efficient, cost-effective
solution for server room cooling. Able to attain industry recommended conditions
with 70% less energy than traditional HVAC solutions, Aztec lets you focus your energy
on the technologies that grow your business, not the systems that support it.

Evaporative Cooling Solutions Since 1946

www.aztec-server-cooling.com
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7 Series
The most efficient heating and
cooling system you can sell.

Variable Capacity Technology
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see us at AHR booth #5855
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